Although maternal cigarette smoking during pregnancy is a well-documented risk factor for a variety of adverse pregnancy outcomes, how prenatal cigarette smoke exposure affects postnatal neurobehavioral/cognitive development remains poorly defined. In order to investigate the cause of an altered behavioral phenotype, mice developmentally exposed to a paradigm of 'active' maternal cigarette smoke is needed. Accordingly, cigarette smoke exposed (CSE) and air-exposed C57BL/6J mice were treated for 6 h per day in paired inhalation chambers throughout gestation and lactation and were tested for neurobehavioral effects while controlling for litter effects. CSE mice exhibited less than normal anxiety in the elevated zero maze, transient hypoactivity during a 1 h locomotor activity test, had longer latencies on the last day of cued Morris water maze testing, impaired hidden platform learning in the Morris water maze during acquisition, reversal, and shift trials, and impaired retention for platform location on probe trials after reversal but not after acquisition or shift. CSE mice also showed a sexually dimorphic response in central zone locomotion to a methamphetamine challenge (males under-responded and females overresponded), and showed reduced anxiety in the light-dark test by spending more time on the light side. No differences on tests of marble burying, acoustic startle response with prepulse inhibition, Cincinnati water maze, matching-to-sample Morris water maze, conditioned fear, forced swim, or MK-801-induced locomotor activation were found. Collectively, the data indicate that developmental cigarette smoke exposure induces subnormal anxiety in a novel environment, impairs spatial learning and reference memory while sparing other behaviors (route-based learning, fear conditioning, and forced swim immobility). The findings add support to mounting evidence that developmental cigarette smoke exposure has long-term adverse effects on brain function.
Introduction
In the United States alone, approximately one million infants are exposed prenatally to cigarette smoke each year (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2004;Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2006; Mathews 2001) . Despite extensive national publicity regarding the detrimental intrauterine effects of tobacco use, cigarette smoking continues in approximately 16.3% of all pregnancies in the U.S. (SAMSA 2011) . Nationwide, this percentage escalates to nearly 50% for women in lower socioeconomic populations (Cnattingius 2004; Cornelius et al. 1999) . Moreover, compared with alcohol, marijuana, and other illicit drug use, tobacco use is less likely to decline as pregnancy progresses (Cornelius et al. 1999; Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 2000) . Maternal cigarette smoking during pregnancy has been associated with a myriad of adverse pregnancy outcomes including a higher incidence of spontaneous abortions, placental abruption, reduced birth weight, perinatal lethality, and sporadic congenital malformations (Abbott and Winzer-Serhan 2012; Abel 1980 ;Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2004; Mitchell et al. 2002; Zdravkovic et al. 2005) . Additional abnormal developmental outcomes evident in infancy and childhood include Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), and an increased incidence of acute upper respiratory infections, middle ear problems, bronchitis, pneumonia, asthma, and neurobehavioral changes (Burke et al. 2012 ;Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2004;Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2006; Cooke 1998; Joad 2000; Ostfeld et al. 2010 ).
While the above-noted risks of smoking during pregnancy have been well documented, the long-term effects of prenatal cigarette smoke exposure on neurodevelopmental and behavioral outcomes are still emerging and in this area animal models may be especially helpful. Human epidemiological studies and clinical case reports suggest that offspring of women who actively smoked during pregnancy display a variety of behavioral abnormalities and cognitive deficits (DiFranza et al. 2004; Dwyer et al. 2008; Ernst et al. 2001; Olds 1997; Olds et al. 1994; Pauly and Slotkin 2008; Winzer-Serhan 2008) . Such studies have reported associations between maternal cigarette smoking during pregnancy and altered behavioral/cognitive function in their offspring including attention deficits, hyperactivity and impulsivity (Heath and Picciotto 2009; Law et al. 2003; Leech et al. 1999; Milberger et al. 1996) ; perceptual deficits (Cornelius et al. 2001; Fried and Watkinson 2000; McCartney et al. 1994; Peck et al. 2010) ; altered learning and memory (Anderko et al. 2010; Kafouri et al. 2009; Knopik 2009; O'Callaghan et al. 2010) ; lowered IQ and impaired intellectual development (Batty et al. 2006; Braun et al. 2009; Olds 1997; Rahu et al. 2010) , and an increased propensity for conduct, behavioral, or psychological disorders (Batstra et al. 2003; Cornelius et al. 2012; Day et al. 2000; Ernst et al. 2001; Wakschlag et al. 2002) . However, limitations in study design, including small sample sizes, uncontrolled variables, and interpretational difficulties associated with retrospective data have resulted in ambiguities regarding these linkages. In fact, while the U.S. Surgeon General has identified pregnant women as an especially vulnerable "at risk" population with regard to the adverse effects of smoke exposure on their unborn (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2004) , the Surgeon General 's 2004 and 2006 Reports on the health consequences of 'active' smoking and involuntary smoke exposure determined that the evidence to date, although compelling, was inadequate to infer a causal relationship between maternal smoking and neurobehavioral or cognitive deficits in infants and children (Centers for Animal studies focused on the toxicity of cigarette smoke, including examination of effects on neurodevelopment, behavior and cognition, are numerous, however the vast preponderance of these have examined individual components of cigarette smoke such as carbon monoxide and/or nicotine. As a result, animal studies examining the effects of actual inhalation exposure of cigarette smoke on neurodevelopmental endpoints are generally lacking. As cigarette smoke contains a complex mixture of over 4,000 identifiable compounds and approximately 600 additives some of which are neurotoxic (nicotine, arsenic, lead) (California Environmental Protection Agency 1999), the interpretation of animal studies focusing on individual components of cigarette smoke in terms of the neurodevelopmental risks of human maternal cigarette smoking during pregnancy is constrained. Nevertheless, such investigations have highlighted some of the cellular and molecular underpinnings of cigarette smoke's toxicity. These studies, primarily focusing on the developmental effects of nicotine in animal models have tested a variety of doses, routes of administration, species, times of exposure, and the developmental outcomes (cellular, molecular, electrophysiological or behavioral). The preponderance of data on mammalian animal models indicates that, when administered during embryofetal development, nicotine is a potent developmental neurotoxin with a range of effects on the central nervous system (Abbott and Winzer-Serhan 2012; Dwyer et al. 2008; Ernst et al. 2001; Levin and Slotkin 1998; Slikker, Jr. et al. 2005) . Nicotine has been documented to elicit alterations in catecholaminergic, serotonergic, and GABAergic signaling systems, as well as alterations in nicotinic cholinergic receptor development in prenatally exposed offspring (Li et al. 2002; Slotkin 2004; Slotkin et al. 2007; van de Kamp and Collins 1994; Xu et al. 2001; Xu et al. 2002) . The ramifications of such alterations extend beyond localized neurochemical changes, since alterations in the precise spatio-temporal profiles of neurotransmitter/receptor expression during pre-and postnatal development, have been suggested to disrupt the neurotrophic actions of these neurotransmitters, with resultant perturbations in the neuroanatomical and cytoarchitectural development of the brain. Indeed, studies examining the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes of prenatal nicotine exposure in animal models have noted effects on neurogenesis, neuronal migration, cytoarchitecture, and the physiology of neuronal circuitry in defined regions of the developing brain (Ernst et al. 2001; Muhammad et al. 2012; Santiago and Huffman 2012) . Prenatal exposures to nicotine have been shown to perturb brain morphogenesis through excessive neuroepithelial cell apoptosis (Roy et al. 1998; Zhao and Reece 2005) ; elicit shortfalls in neuronal cell numbers through decreased cell proliferation or enhanced apoptosis (Jang et al. 2002; Navarro et al. 1989; Slotkin et al. 1986; Slotkin et al. 1997) ; alter cell size, packing density, and cortical thickness (Gospe, Jr. et al. 1996; Roy et al. 2002) ; promote abnormal gliosis at the expense of neurogenesis (Roy et al. 2002) ; and interfere with the development of neural circuitry (Abbott and Winzer-Serhan 2012; Slawecki and Ehlers 2002; Slawecki et al. 2000 ) -all in the developing brain.
Several animal studies, also have investigated neurobehavioral effects of maternal and offspring exposure to nicotine. Methods have included maternally implanted osmotic minipumps (Eppolito et al. 2010; Parameshwaran et al. 2012) , direct nicotine injection to pups (MacPhail et al. 2007 ), or gavage to mother or pups (Lesage et al. 2006; Mitchell et al. 2012) . These studies have shown that offspring express increased anxiety (Eppolito et al. 2010) , changes in acoustic startle response (ASR) and open-field locomotor activity (Gaworski et al. 2004; MacPhail et al. 2007) , greater immobility time in the forced swim test (Parameshwaran et al. 2012) , and other effects. However, another study found no effects on open-field, ASR, or passive avoidance when each was tested at different ages (Gaworski et al. 2004 ).
While developmental nicotine experiments have been valuable, they do not capture the range of chemicals found in cigarette smoke. Moreover, animal paradigms using cigarette smoke more accurately model human exposure -whether it be developmental Gaworski et al. 2004) or adult (Harris et al. 2010) . To investigate this issue, a mouse model simulating 'active' maternal smoking during pregnancy was developed . Using a computerized cigarette smoke inhalation system, the paradigm exposes mice to a combination of mainstream and side-stream smoke, creating a more complete model of exposure to nicotine and the many other components of cigarette smoke . The combination of side-stream and mainstream smoke is potentially important, since they do not have identical chemical profiles (Schick and Glantz 2005) . The model induces lower birth weight and decreased fetal crown-rump length Horn et al. 2008; Mukhopadhyay et al. 2010) . Previous studies with this model have also identified windows of developmental sensitivity ) and changes in gene expression in the hippocampus, including altered pathways for neurogenesis, serotonergic innervation, and proliferation/cell survival (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2010) .
In light of previous research showing behavioral deficiencies in models of nicotine exposure (primarily in rats), the present study investigated the behavioral phenotype of a cigarette smoke inhalation exposure model in mice. Cigarette smoke-exposed (CSE) and air-exposed sham/Control mice were generated at the Birth Defects Center at the University of Louisville and transported to Cincinnati Children's Research Foundation for neurobehavioral testing. For this experiment, mice were exposed from embryonic day (E) 0 to postnatal day (P) 21 to ensure that all phases of brain development -comparable to in utero brain development in humans -were included (Bayer et al. 1993; Clancy et al. 2001; Clancy et al. 2007a; Clancy et al. 2007b; Rice and Barone, Jr. 2000) .
Materials and Methods

Animals
C57BL/6J mice were obtained from Jackson Labs (Bar Harbor, ME). All animals were housed in ventilated racks and were maintained at the University of Louisville's Research Resources Center until transfer to Cincinnati Children's for behavioral testing. Animals were retained in rooms with a 12-hour light/dark cycle at 20 ± 1°C and 50 ± 10% humidity with ad libitum access to food and water in both AAALAC-accredited vivaria. Treatment and testing procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Use and Care Committees of the University of Louisville and Cincinnati Children's Research Foundation. Handling and testing of mice conformed to the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Timed pregnancies were established by overnight mating of a single mature male with two nulliparous females. The presence of a vaginal plug was considered evidence of mating and the time considered E0.
Cigarette Smoke Inhalation Exposure Paradigm
The Teague TE-10C Smoke Inhalation Exposure System (Teague Enterprises; Davis, CA) is as previously described (Teague et al. 1994) . It contains a microprocessor controlled cigarette-smoking instrument that delivers aged and diluted cigarette smoke of desired concentrations or ambient air to paired enclosed inhalation chambers. The instrument produces isolated side-stream smoke, or a combination of mainstream and side-stream smoke to simulate 'passive' or 'active' tobacco smoke exposures. For the present study, a mixture of aged and diluted cigarette smoke, simulating 'active' tobacco smoke exposure, was generated using Marlboro Red Class 20 A cigarettes (the brand most widely used by young adults in the United States) (SAMSA 2008) . Each cigarette contains approximately 15 mg of tar and 1.1 mg of nicotine. The cigarettes were stored at 4°C until 48 h prior to use when they were placed in a closed chamber at 23°C and brought to a relative humidity of 60%. Cigarettes were smoked using the standard Federal Trade Commission method: a 2 s, 35 cubic cm puff, once per min for a total of nine puffs (Shopland 1997; Teague et al. 1994) . Side-stream smoke generated from the smoldering end of the cigarette between puffs and mainstream smoke drawn from the puff port were drawn into a conditioning chamber, diluted with air, aged, and passed into the exposure chamber where mice were placed during the 6 h treatment period.
For all exposure cohorts, pregnant mice (E0) were weighed and randomly assigned to two treatment groups: cigarette smoke exposed (CSE) or ambient air exposed (sham/Control). Animals were exposed from E0, throughout the entirety of gestation, and following parturition were exposed with offspring until P21. Aged, diluted side-and mainstream smoke was delivered to the CSE chamber under conditions providing total suspended particulates (TSPs) in the range of 20-30 mg/m 3 -an exposure that elevates dam/pup plasma cotinine levels (Koren et al. 1992; Koren et al. 1998 ) to those resembling levels in pregnant women who are 'active' smokers (i.e., plasma cotinine greater than 12 ng/ml (Jarvis et al. 2008) ). TSP levels represent the "dose" of cigarette smoke to which the animal is exposed, while plasma cotinine (primary metabolite of nicotine) serves as a biomarker of the internal dose. Control animals were sham exposed to ambient air in whole body inhalation chambers under identical conditions (temperature, humidity, flow rate) to CSE mice. As noted, because of species differences in the timing of brain development, the smoke exposure period was extended into the postnatal period (P21) in order to simulate human tobacco smoke exposure during all stages equivalent to human in utero brain development. Up to the first three weeks of postpartum development in rodents correspond to the second and third trimesters of human gestation (Bayer et al. 1993; Clancy et al. 2001; Clancy et al. 2007a; Clancy et al. 2007b ).
The paired exposure chambers (one receiving a mixture of main-and side-stream cigarette smoke and one receiving ambient air (sham) were characterized three times daily for TSP, temperature, carbon monoxide levels, and humidity. TSPs were measured using 25 mm Teflon-coated filters (TX40H120-WW, Pallflex Products Co.; Putnum, CT). Chamber temperature and humidity were monitored by a digital hygrometer/thermometer (Control Company; Friendsworth, TX) and carbon monoxide levels were measured using a digital carbon monoxide detector (KIDDE; Mebane, NC). Cumulative inhalation exposure chamber conditions for all animal cohorts are noted in Table 1 . Although a fuller characterization of the instrument-generated cigarette smoke in our animal model, and its comparison to that generated by normal smoking patterns in the human population, is beyond the scope of the present study, such comparisons between machine-generated smoke using the FTC method and actual human exposures have been published and reviewed elsewhere (Borgerding and Klus 2005) .
The actual dose of cigarette smoke that the animals (dams and pups) received during the preand postnatal treatment period was monitored at regular intervals by determining plasma cotinine levels. Blood samples were collected at the end of the daily smoking session from representative dams on gestational days 3, 12, and 18 and from pups on P7, 14, and 21 for determination of cotinine levels using a Cotinine Direct Elisa Kit (Immunalysis; Pomona, CA) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Plasma cotinine levels for CSE dams and pups in all cohorts were (mean ± SEM): 82.74 ± 10.34 ng/ml, which is above the accepted minimum criterion of plasma cotinine levels associated with 'active' smoke exposure (12 ng/ml) (Jarvis et al. 2008) . The equivalent values for Controls were: 0.51 ± 0.24 ng/ml.
Throughout the exposure period, dams and pups were monitored for signs of toxicity: weight loss, morbidity, mortality, coat condition, movement, inappetence, and chromodacryorrhea . In order to prevent isolation stress, mice were group-housed throughout the exposure period. Litters were culled to a maximum size of eight, balancing for sex when possible.
Behavioral Testing
Offspring were weaned on P25 and transported to Cincinnati by air-conditioned overnight trucks. Mice were quarantined upon arrival for 30 days and sentinel mice tested for pathogens prior to vivarium entry. Three cohorts of mice were transferred to Cincinnati several months apart and were balanced for treatment groups on all occasions.
2.3.1 Behavioral Procedures-One male and one female per litter were tested in one of two sequences starting at P90: Arm-A: elevated zero maze (EZM), locomotor activity, object burying, acoustic startle response (ASR) with prepulse inhibition (PPI), Morris water maze-cued version (MWM-cued), Cincinnati water maze (CWM), MWM-matching-tosample (MTS), conditioned fear, forced swim test (FST), and locomotor activity with drug challenge. Arm-B: Light-Dark exploration, MWM-cued, MWM-hidden (three phases: acquisition, reversal, and shift), and locomotor activity with drug challenge.
Arm-A Tests
Elevated zero maze:
The apparatus is a circular runway (105-cm diameter), 72 cm above the floor with a 10-cm path divided in equal quadrants. Two opposite quadrants have 28-cm walls and two have 1.3-cm clear acrylic curbs. Mice were videotaped for 5 min. Time-inopen, head-dips, latency to first open zone entry, and zone-crossings were scored Shepherd et al. 1994 ).
Locomotor activity:
Arenas measured approximately 40 × 40 cm (16 LED-photocells in xand y-planes spaced 2.5 cm apart and positioned 2 cm above the floor); mice were tested for 1 h (Accuscan Instruments; Columbus, OH) and data were analyzed in 5 min intervals.
Marble burying:
Testing was performed in standard mouse cages (16 × 27 cm) with 5 cm deep clean woodchip bedding. On the surface 15 blue marbles (1.5 cm in diameter) were spaced 4.5 cm apart in 3 rows of 5 each. Mice were placed in the cage for 20 min and at the end of the session the number of marbles ≥ two-thirds buried was recorded.
Acoustic Startle Response with Prepulse Inhibition (ASR-PPI):
An SR-LAB apparatus (San Diego Instruments; San Diego, CA) was used with 5-min acclimation, followed by a 4 × 4 Latin square of four trial types: no-stimulus, startle signal (SS), 70-dB prepulse + SS, or 76-dB prepulse + SS. Inter-trial interval was 8 s; inter-stimulus interval was 70 ms. The Latin square was balanced for 16 trials and the Latin square was repeated three times for a total of 48 trials. Signal was a mixed-frequency white noise burst (110 dB SPL, 20 ms). Peak response amplitudes (V MAX ) were analyzed.
Morris water maze (MWM):
The tank was 122-cm diameter. Mice in both test arms received MWM-Cued testing. Those in Arm-A subsequently received the working memory version, i.e., MWM-Matching to Sample (MTS), whereas those in Arm-B received the reference memory version, i.e., fixed platform with random starts. The latter consisted of three phases, acquisition, reversal, and shift (each phase had the platform in a different location (see below)).
MWM-Cued:
Curtains were closed around the maze to remove as many distal visual cues as possible. The stainless steel tank was painted flat white inside and had no discernible features that could be used as local cues. A 10 cm diameter clear acrylic platform was positioned in one quadrant halfway between the center and the side and was submerged 1 cm below the surface with a small brass rod mounted vertically protruding 10 cm above the water with an orange plastic ball mounted at the top as a visual cue. Day-1: six trials with the start and platform in a fixed location (start was in position W and the platform in position E [not actual compass positions but rather relative to the room with S being where the experimenter was positioned). The purpose of these trials was to teach the mouse to swim to the platform, climb and remain on it until removed. Days 2-6: two trials/day with random start and random goal positions.
Cincinnati water maze (CMW):
The CWM has been described previously (Vorhees 1987; Vorhees et al. 2011; Vorhees et al. 1991) and is a 9-unit multiple-T maze. Mice were given up to 5 min/trial and 2 trials/day for 15 days but few mice searched for the escape, therefore, no usable data could be collected.
MWM-MTS:
The MTS procedure uses the same apparatus as above in the MWM-cued test but with the visual cue removed. Mice were given 2 trials/day, both trials with the platform and start in the same position, but both the start and platform were changed to new positions each day for 5 consecutive days. Mice had up to 2 min/trial to reach the platform.
Conditioned fear: Mice in Arm-A received conditioned fear testing. The test chambers were scaled for mice and had a grid floor connected to a scrambled foot shock device. Each chamber was mounted inside a ventilated sound-attenuated chamber and had a house light and speaker mounted in the ceiling and a video camera in the top of the test chamber (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA). The test was conducted over three days. Day-1: mice were placed in the apparatus for 10 min, at the end of which they received three tonefootshock pairings (tone: 82 dB, 2 kHz, 30 s duration; shock 1 s, 0.3 mA). Each pairing was spaced 180 s apart. Day-2: mice were returned to the apparatus for 6 min with no tone present. Day-3: the grid floor was replaced with a wire floor of a different type and mice were placed back in the apparatus for 3 min with no tone present followed by 3 min of tone. Freeze Frame software (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA) was used to score immobility, defined as no movement for at least 4 s per episode. Freezing responses on Day-2 (contextual fear) are an index of hippocampally-mediated conditioning; freezing responses on Day-3 (post-tone relative to pre-tone) are an index of amygdala-mediated cued conditioning.
Forced swim test (FST):
Mice in Arm-A received the FST for 6 min. Each mouse was placed in a clear acrylic cylindrical apparatus 25 cm tall and 20 cm in diameter filled with 16 cm of room temperature water. Mice were scored min-by-min for active swimming vs. immobility (not counting minor limb movements to maintain an upright orientation). After testing, each mouse was towel dried.
Locomotor activity with drug challenge: Since Arm-A mice had already been exposed to the locomotor test apparatus, this test began with a 30 min re-acclimation period in the apparatus. After re-habituation, each mouse was briefly removed, given a subcutaneous injection of (+)-methamphetamine HCl (1.0 mg/kg expressed as the free base, NIDA >95% pure) and returned to the test arena for an additional 180 min.
Arm-B Test Order
Light-Dark test: The apparatus was the locomotor test described above except with a black acrylic insert that divided the arena in half so that one side was light (20 × 40 cm) and the other dark (20 × 40 cm) with a 7 × 7 cm opening between them. Mice were placed in one corner of the light side and given 10 min to explore. Number of photobeam interruptions on each side was recorded as was the number of crossings and latency to first entry into the dark compartment.
MWM-Cued:
The procedure for Arm-B mice was identical to that for Arm-A mice described above.
MWM Fixed platform:
Mice received three phases of hidden fixed platform testing, 4 trials/ day for 6 days with a 30-s probe trial on the seventh day (24 h after the last training trial of each phase as a test of reference memory). Each phase used a progressively smaller platform than the one before (10, 7, 5 cm in diameter). Phase-1 was acquisition with the platform in the SW quadrant, Phase-2 was reversal with the platform in the NE quadrant, and Phase-3 was shift with the platform in the NW quadrant. To minimize the start positions near the goal (such as S or W when the platform was in the SW position) we used distal start positions (a mixture of distal cardinal and ordinal starts) as described previously (Vorhees and Williams 2006) . When the platform was in the SW quadrant, start positions were NW, N, E, and SE with the restriction that one of each start positions was used once/day in a quasi-random order with a different order each day. The animal's performance was monitored with an overhead video camera connected to a computer with AnyMaze tracking software (Stoelting Instruments, Wood Dale, IL). On platform (training) trials, dependent variables analyzed were latency to the platform, cumulative distance from the platform, path length to the platform, and swim speed. On probe trials with the platform removed, dependent measures were average distance to the platform site, number of site crossovers, and percent time and distance in the target quadrant.
Locomotor activity with drug challenge: Arm-B mice were exposed to the locomotor apparatus previously used for the light-dark test, therefore, this procedure began with a 30 min re-acclimation period without presence of the divider. After re-habituation, each mouse was briefly removed, given a subcutaneous injection of the NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 (0.2 mg/kg, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO expressed as the free base) and returned to the test arena for an additional 180 min.
Statistical analyses
Behavioral data were analyzed using mixed-linear ANOVA with repeated-measures or by ANCOVA (SAS version 9.2, SAS Institute; Cary, NC) where appropriate and used the Kenward-Roger method of adjusted degrees of freedom. Where there were significant interactions involving a repeated measure, follow-up analyses were performed using sliceeffect ANOVAs (i.e., tests of simple main effects on each level of the repeated measure). Since there were only two groups, pairwise group comparisons were compared by two-tailed t-test for independent samples. Results were considered statistically significant when P ≤ 0.05.
Results
3.1. Body weight-CSE mice were weighed at the end of smoke exposure and at the end of behavioral testing to determine whether pre-and postnatal tobacco smoke exposure had long-term effects on body weight. At the end of treatment on P21 the mean ± SEM body weights were: Control = 9.8 ± 0.1 g, CSE = 8.7 ± 0.1 g (P<0.02, t-test). At the end of the behavioral testing, there was a significant effect of treatment on body weight (F(1,116) = 10.95, P<0.002) but no treatment × sex interaction. The mean ± SEM body weight combined for males and females in both Arm-A and B were: Control = 27.1 ± 0.2, CSE = 26.0 ± 0.2 g (a 4% reduction in the CSE group).
Arm-A 3.2 Elevated zero maze-There was a significant treatment main effect for time-in-open areas (F(1,57) = 11.9, P<0.001); sex was also significant (P<0.02) (females spent more time in the open than males), but there was no treatment × sex interaction. There was a similar main effect of treatment on the number of open zone entries (F1,57) = 4.25, P<0.05) and head-dips (F(1,57) = 9.56, P<0.01), but not on latency to first open zone entry. For open zone entries there was also a treatment × sex interaction (F(1,57) = 4.1, P<0.05) with male CSE mice entering the open more than male Control mice and no difference between females. The significant treatment-related effects are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The data indicate that CSE mice were less anxious since they spent more time in the open, investigated more by looking over edges, and CSE males entered more open zones than Control males whereas there were no differences among females.
3.3 Locomotor activity-For the 1 h locomotor test, there were no significant effects of treatment on total photobeam interruptions. Sex was significant (P<0.01; females were more active than males), and there was a treatment × interval interaction (F(11,512) = 2.88, P<0.001) and a treatment × sex × interval interaction (F(11,512) = 1.80, P<0.05). In order to understand this effect, total photobeam interruptions were further analyzed by pattern, i.e., sequential vs. repetitive beam interruptions. Sequential beam interruptions are converted by the software to total distance (cm) moved. We analyzed distance by region as central vs. peripheral distance. There were no treatment-related effects on peripheral distance, but there was a treatment × interval interaction on central distance (F(11,523) = 3.70, P<0.0001). As can be seen in Fig. 2 , CSE mice were less active in the central region than Control mice during some later intervals. The figure also shows that during the first 5 min the CSE mice were more active; however, in this instance it appears the Controls were unusual since they did not show a typical exploratory phase.
Repetitive beam breaks are a reflection of fine motor movements, such as grooming, where the animal is stationary but moving enough to repeatedly interrupt the same infrared beam. There was no significant treatment or sex effect, but there were treatment × interval (F(11,516) = 2.83, P<0.01) and treatment × sex × interval interactions (F(11,516) = 1.83, P<0.05). Slice-effect ANOVAs on each sex at each interval showed one effect: during the first 5 min, Control mice showed less repetitive movements than CSE mice. Each quarter turn (90°) that the animals made was also analyzed. No treatment or sex main effects were seen, but there was a treatment × interval interaction (F(11,525) = 2.19, P<0.02). Slice-effect ANOVA again showed only one interval to have a significant effect and it was, as above, in the first interval. As above, Control mice turned fewer quarter turns than CSE mice. Overall, the locomotor activity data show that CSE mice were slightly less active in the center region at 35-40 min, but during the first 5 min Controls were unusually less active. The data provide little evidence of a change in exploration, anxiety (central zone activity), habituation to a novel environment, or baseline activity change in CSE mice compared with Control mice.
Marble burying-There were no significant effects of CSE on number of marbles buried and no interaction between burying and sex (Table 2).
3.5 ASR/PPI-There were no significant effects of treatment or interaction of treatment with sex or prepulse intensity on ASR amplitude with or without a prepulse present. There was the typical inhibitory effect of the prepulses that was intensity-dependent but no other effects (Table 2 ).
Morris water maze (MWM)
, cued platform-Day-1 involved six trials with the same start and goal positions. No significant treatment or treatment × trial interaction was obtained.
Days 2-6 had two trials per day with the start and goal randomly positioned. There were no significant treatment or sex effects. There was a significant treatment × day interaction (F(4,335) = 2.96, P<0.02) but no interaction between these factors and sex. Slice-effect ANOVAs on each day showed an effect on day-6 in which CSE mice took longer to reach the platform than Controls (Fig. 3) , but no differences on the other days.
3.7 CWM-An analysis of this procedure could not be completed because a large number of mice failed to search for the escape platform (data not shown).
MWM-MTS-
The working memory or MTS procedure is a trial-dependent method where a new platform location is learned and remembered by the animal. Hence, what was learned the previous day is of no value the next day. If the animal can use short-term memory for the new position, it should find the platform in less time and in a shorter distance traveled on the second trial of the day compared with the first. There were no treatment differences on the first trial of each day. The data of primary interest were treatment-related differences on the short-term memory trial-2. Analyses of latency, path length, cumulative distance, and initial heading error showed no significant effects of treatment or interaction with other factors on the time savings between trial-1 and trial-2 (Table 2 ). On average heading error, there was a treatment × sex effect (F(1,55) = 6.05, P<0.02). Neither slice-effect ANOVAs on males (P<0.10) or females (P<0.07) was significant; therefore, further analyses were not justified.
3.9 Conditioned fear-As noted, conditioning to the chamber and the tone occurred simultaneously on day-1. Day-2 assessed immobility in response to the chamber without the tone. A trend was observed in the treatment main effect (F(1,56) = 3.18, P<0.08). Not all mice showed conditioning, therefore, we analyzed the proportion of mice in each group that showed immobility. No significant group differences were found. Day-3 was cued conditioning. On this day, no significant treatment or treatment-related interactions were obtained when the tone was presented (Table 2 ).
Forced Swim Test (Fst)-Analyses of total immobility time and latency to immobility showed no significant treatment or treatment × sex interactions (Table 2).
3.11 Locomotor activity with methamphetamine challenge-An analysis of the pre-challenge locomotor activity for total and repetitive beam interruptions showed no significant treatment or treatment-related effects. Sequential beam interruptions (cm) showed no treatment effects for peripheral distance, but a significant treatment main effect for central distance (F(1,55.8) = 4.59, P<0.04).
Post-challenge activity using the pre-challenge data as a covariate was analyzed by ANCOVA. For total beam breaks post-challenge, there were no treatment or treatmentrelated effects, nor was there any effect on peripheral sequential beam breaks (cm). However, there was a treatment × sex × interval effect on central distance (F(17,833) = 1.88, P<0.02). A similar effect was found on repetitive beam breaks, i.e., a treatment × sex × interval interaction (F(17,849) = 1.83, P<0.03). As can be seen for central distance in Fig. 4 , the interaction was the product of CSE males under-responding to the activity-inducing effect of methamphetamine, while CSE females over-responded. This pattern was identical for repetitive beam interruptions (data not shown). An analysis of quarter turns showed a similar pattern but was only a trend (P<0.06).
Arm-B
3.12 Light/Dark test-No significant treatment effects were obtained on number of dark compartment entries or latency to first dark compartment entry. There was a significant treatment main effect on time in the light compartment (F(1,56) = 7.91, P<0.01). CSE mice spent significantly more time in the light, suggesting reduced anxiety compared with Control mice (Mean ± SE: Control = 362.6 ± 21.7 vs. CSE = 453.8 ± 24.0).
3.13 MWM hidden platform-There were no treatment effects or interactions with treatment on most of the indices of learning during the acquisition phase (latency, path length, cumulative distance, or average heading error) to find the platform and no differences in swim speed. There was a treatment main effect for initial heading error (F(1,55. 2) = 4.11, P<0.05; Fig. 5A ). The CSE mice had a larger initial heading error than the Control mice. No differences in swim speed were seen (Table 2) .
During the reversal phase, there were again no treatment effects or interactions with treatment on most of the indices of learning (latency, path length, cumulative distance, or initial heading error), but there was a treatment × sex interaction on average heading error (F(1,57.6) = 5.12, P<0.03). The CSE female mice had smaller errors than the Control female mice (Fig. 5B ). No differences in swim speed were seen (Table 2) .
During the shift phase, there were no significant treatment effects or interactions with treatment on latency, cumulative distance, or initial heading error, but there were significant treatment main effects on path length (F(1,56.1) = 4.01, P=0.05; Fig. 5C ) and average heading error (F(1,55.9) = 6.70, P<0.02; Fig. 5D ). The CSE mice had shorter path lengths and smaller average heading errors than the Control mice. No differences in swim speed were found (Table 2) 3.14 MWM Probe trials-24 h after the last trial of each platform phase, the platform was removed and animals were tested for 30 s starting from a novel position that had not been used during that phase. On the acquisition probe trial, there were no treatment effects on average distance to the platform site, swim speed, or average or initial heading error, but CSE mice had more crossovers (F(1,53) = 5.95, P<0.02; Fig. 6A ), greater percent time in the target quadrant (F(1,53) = 7.02, P<0.01; Fig. 6B, left) , and greater percent distance in the target quadrant (F(1,53) = 4.57, P<0.05; Fig. 6B , right) compared with Control mice. Moreover, for acquisition probe crossovers there was also a treatment × sex interaction (F1,53) = 7.78, P<0.01; Fig. 6A ) showing that the effect was limited to the male CSE mice. On the reversal probe trial, similar main effects were seen for percent time and percent distance in the target quadrant (F(1,51) = 7.50 and 10.23, respectively, both P<0.01, Fig. 6C and not shown, respectively), and for initial heading error (F1,51) = 4.65, P<0.05, Fig. 6D . Unlike acquisition, the CSE mice spent less time in the target quadrant and had larger initial heading errors than Control mice. However, no treatment effects were obtained on average distance, crossovers, or swim speed. On the shift probe trial, no treatment effects were obtained on any of the indices. All probe trial swim speed data are summarized in Table 2 .
3.15 Locomotor activity with MK-801 challenge-During the pre-challenge acclimation period, there were no treatment main effects or interactions with treatment on total, central, peripheral, or repetitive beam breaks. Post-challenge, MK-801 induced the typical pattern of hyperactivity in both groups. ANCOVA of the post-challenge data showed no treatment or interactions with treatment on total or peripheral activity. A treatment trend was seen on central locomotion (F(1,100) = 2.94, P < 0.09) but no interactions with treatment were obtained. No treatment effects or interactions with treatment were found on repetitive beam breaks (data not shown).
Discussion
Most animal models have focused on administration of nicotine rather than cigarette smoke (reviewed in (Slikker, Jr. et al. 2005; Slotkin 2008) ). Here, we employed a model of developmental cigarette smoke exposure previously shown to cause intrauterine growth retardation ) and low birth weight (unpublished data). Mice were exposed prenatally throughout the entirety of gestation and postnatally up to P21 in order to span the period of brain development in mice that is homologous to human in utero brain development (Bayer et al. 1993; Clancy et al. 2001; Clancy et al. 2007a; Clancy et al. 2007b; Herlenius and Lagercrantz 2004; Rakhade and Jensen 2009; Rice and Barone, Jr. 2000) . The focus of the present study was on long-term effects of developmental cigarette smoke exposure on brain function. In order to address this, we used a test battery to screen a wide range of functions as per frequent recommendation in order to obtain a comprehensive characterization of the entire phenotype (Crawley 2000; Crawley 2007; Crawley 2008; Vorhees 1996; Vorhees 1997) . The results show a complex pattern of effects that are selective, with some behaviors affected by CSE and others not. Among the affected functions were changes in anxiety-related behavior. These included increased time in open zones and more head-dips in the EZM, more time spent in the light side of the light-dark test, and more central zone activity in the open-field during the first five minutes of exploration compared with Controls. CSE male mice also showed more open arm visits in the EZM, although females did not. In the open-field, CSE mice were also less active during later intervals.
In the MWM, CSE mice were more off-course (initial heading error) at the beginning of each trial during acquisition than Controls, but during reversal CSE females were less offcourse (average heading error) than female Controls. Nonetheless, no differences in path length, latency, and cumulative distance were observed. During the shift phase, CSE mice were less off-course (average heading error) and had shorter path lengths than Control mice. Twenty-four hours after each learning phase, mice were given a single probe trial to test for reference memory. On the acquisition probe, CSE males performed better than Controls in terms of average number of platform site crossovers and CSE mice of both sexes spent proportionately more time and swam longer distances in the target quadrant. But the situation was complex, in that while the CSE mice showed evidence of better performance on acquisition probe, this pattern was inverted on reversal probe. On this memory trial, the CSE mice spent significantly less time in the target quadrant and were more off-course in their initial heading than Controls. No differences on average distance to the target site were found on acquisition or reversal probe trials which is surprising given that this is one of the best validated indices of memory retention in mice in the MWM (Maei et al. 2009 ). No differences were seen on the shift probe trial. At no point during learning or probe trials did CSE mice show swim speed differences. This was confirmed by no differences in swim latency during straight channel trials. There were also no latency differences on day-1 of MWM cued testing during which mice were given 6 trials to swim from a fixed start to a fixed visible platform. The single exception was on MWM random cued trials. While there were no differences on the first 4 days of cued random trials, there was a difference on the last day (day-5) during which CSE mice took longer to reach the goal than Controls. This isolated effect is not consistent with any of the other swim speed measures and therefore does not appear reliable.
The opposite pattern of learning versus memory effects in the CSE mice on MWM acquisition and reversal may suggest that CSE mice have a harder time orienting to the goal but later adjust and show no differences. The slightly better than Control acquisition probe performance may reflect increased motivation to escape. High motivation may have contributed to their difficulty with reversal probe as well. Perhaps CSE mice persisted in searching for the platform where it was previously located thereby interfering with adapting to the new position when the platform was moved. Reversal impairments are common in animals with hippocampal dysfunction. Although the effect in CSE mice was modest, future studies might profitably focus on the hippocampus and other hippocampally-dependent behaviors. Interestingly, the CSE reversal probe effect did not carry over to the shift phase because CSE mice performed better than Controls in terms of average heading error and path length and showed no differences in shift probe performance.
Another study that used a pharmacological challenge (Lesage et al. 2006 ) following acute in utero nicotine exposure, found no differential effects of the prenatal nicotine treatment after an acute nicotine exposure. Several studies found no change in radial-arm acquisition but a reduced number of arm entries to the first repeated arm choice (reduced accuracy) after prenatal nicotine (2 or 4 mg/kg/day E4-20 by osmotic minipump) when tested in an identical maze in a different room and in response to drug challenges (Cutler et al. 1996; Levin et al. 1993; Levin et al. 1996) . In our studies, we used an indirect dopaminergic agonist to induce drive animals into hyperactivity. Both CSE and Control mice of both sexes showed methamphetamine-induced locomotor stimulation that lasted ~2 h. However, CSE males significantly under-responded while CSE females over-responded to the drug. This suggests that neostriatal circuits which play a dominant role in mediating locomotor activation, are affected by CSE exposure in a sexually dimorphic manner. The fact that males responded differently than females, may suggest that cigarette smoke blunts the normal differences between males and females, although further investigation is required to test this prediction.
In one study, 2.5 or 5 mg/kg/day of nicotine was given to pregnant rats by osmotic minipumps from E8 to birth (Sobrian et al. 2003) . The 5 mg/kg nicotine-exposed offspring showed below normal anxiety in an elevated plus maze, similar to what we found in the EZM in this study. Also, the 5 mg/kg nicotine group was more active during the first 5 min in the open-field, as seen in our data. Another study (Vaglenova et al. 2004) reported that 28-day osmotic minipump administration of 6 mg/kg/day nicotine beginning on E3 to rats resulted in offspring that were more active during 3 min open-field tests; but in contrast to our data and those of Sobrian et al. (2003) , they found reduced time in open arms in the elevated plus maze. They also reported reduced hole-board nose-poke exploration and shuttle-box avoidance learning. A study in rats (Romero and Chen 2004) used 21-day release nicotine pellets implanted from E8 (4.4-6.2 mg/kg/day) and found no locomotor activity differences in males and reduced activity in females only on day-3 of testing. Intravenous nicotine exposure of 0.03 mg/kg given to rats every 14 min for 16 h/day from E4 to parturition (Lesage et al. 2006) produced no nicotine-related locomotor differences on P19-21, but on P19, nicotine exposed offspring had reduced same-beam interruptions. When analyzed by interval, nicotine-exposed offspring were less active during the first 5 min. Another study used rats implanted on E3 with 28-day osmotic minipumps that provided 6 mg/kg/day of nicotine (Vaglenova et al. 2008) . Exposed offspring showed delayed surface righting and inclined plane rotation (P5-9), and males spent less time in open arms of the elevated plus maze than Controls on P40 and P60 but not on P180; females showed the same pattern on P60. Nicotine-exposed offspring also showed reduced acquisition and retention in shuttle-box avoidance. A similar study (Eppolito et al. 2010 ) used rats implanted with 28-day release osmotic minipumps on E4 that delivered 1 or 2 mg/kg/day. At P32, the 2 mg/kg nicotine group showed reduced time in open arms in the elevated plus maze, as did 1 mg/kg females. Arm entries were also reduced in males while head dips were increased in the 1 mg/kg nicotine group. No differences were found in contextual or cued fear conditioning, but extinction was slower in the nicotine groups during 2 out of 19 min of the test. Nicotine exposed rats showed increased mRNA expression of the β2 subunit of nAChR in prelimbic cortex and hippocampus at P30 but not at P75 with no change in the α4 subunit. In addition, reductions in the α4 and β2 subunits were seen in the ventral hippocampus at P75 but not at P30. No changes in the α7 subunit at either age were found. An earlier study also found that prenatal nicotine exposure (2 or 6 mg/kg/day on E4-20 in rats by minipump) reduced hemicholinium binding to AChRs in the offspring in striatum and hippocampus (Zahalka et al. 1992) . In addition, a study found that prenatal nicotine exposure of rats -which had no initial effect on offspring nicotine self-administration -after an interruption resulted in prenatally nicotine exposed offspring increasing their self-administration during reinstatement more than controls (Levin et al. 2006) . In terms of learning effects, radial-arm acquisition deficits in rats were found after prenatal exposure to nicotine in drinking water (Sorenson et al. 1991 ). This study is noteworthy because they used a 15 s delay between trials -which is important in this test for determining effects on working memory -and found large deficits in the nicotine-exposed group.
Although no studies to date have examined the neurobehavioral outcomes associated with prenatal cigarette smoke inhalation exposure in mice, one study examined such outcomes in rats (Gaworski et al. 2004) . Pregnant rats were exposed to cigarette smoke containing 150, 300, or 600 TPM/m 3 for 2 h/day in restraining devices for 4 weeks prior to breeding and throughout gestation and lactation (except on P0-4) and tested for locomotor activity, ASR, and shuttle-box active avoidance prior to weaning and as adults, air-righting on P30-32, and physical landmark ontogeny. There were effects on pinna detachment, incisor eruption, eye opening, vaginal patency, and preputial separation. No effects were found on air righting, open-field activity, or active avoidance. The 150 and 600 TPM groups showed reduced ASR at P22 at 80 dB but not at 120 dB, and the 300 and 600 TPM groups showed reduced ASR at P61 at 80 dB but not at 120 dB.
A study in which rats were exposed to cigarette smoke from E2-22 examined brainstem respiratory control nuclei on P2 by immunoblot for PKCα, β, γ and δ, eNOS, and nNOS (Hasan et al. 2001) . Reductions in immunoreactivity were found for PKCγ, PKCδ, and nNOS, but not for eNOS, PKCα, or PKCβ. In a study examining the pedunculopontine nucleus of the reticular activating system (RAS) in offspring of CSE pregnant rats exposed to CSE for 15 min × 3/day from E14 to parturition (Garcia-Rill et al. 2007 ), auditory evoked potentials using the P-3 waveforms and showed increased excitability in the CSE group compared with controls in three exposed litters but reduced excitability in one exposed litter resulting in a mixed set of outcomes. In addition, E14 to birth CSE in rats with offspring brain slices of pedunculopontine nucleus assessed found more excitable cellular responses than controls (Garcia-Rill et al. 2007) . A developmental study in mice using CSE from E0-9, or from E0-17 found reduced embryonic weight and delayed ossification but no increase in malformations (Bnait and Seller 1995) .
Collectively, the studies outlined above demonstrate considerable variability in outcomes. Some find reduced, and others increased, anxiety after developmental exposure to nicotine or CSE. Some find increased early open-field exploration and others find it reduced. One found reduced ASR but we did not. Two found reduced active avoidance acquisition, while one did not. One (Eppolito et al. 2010) found a fear extinction deficit in smoke-and nicotine-exposed offspring. We found complex spatial learning and reference memory changes in the MWM. Several studies report radial-arm deficits, but only one did so in the absence of a drug challenge suggesting that changes are subtle and require unmaking using supplemental stimulation. Several studies found effects on active avoidance, but they are difficult to interpret because many of the subjects failed to perform the and had to be excluded raising concerns about selection bias. Moreover, in these studies, shock sensitivity and/or reactivity were not determined and hence could not be ruled out as contributing factors. Moreover, unlike nicotine exposure by osmotic minipump, smoke inhalation is an irritant and is inescapable during the exposure sessions which may be stressful to the dam and to the pups, and developmental stress is known to have long-term neurobehavioral effects. Hence, some of the effects observed here may be secondary to smoke-induced stress either in the mother, the pups, or both.
Collectively, the data presented in the current study indicate that developmental CSE induces subnormal anxiety in when placed in new environments, impairs aspects of spatial learning and reference memory while sparing others and not affecting fear conditioning or forced swim behavior. The findings add support to evidence that developmental CSE has long-term adverse effects on central nervous system (CNS) function. While the cumulative experimental evidence is sufficient to demonstrate that prenatal nicotine or CSE has lasting effects on brain development and behavior, this area of investigation requires: (1) more studies using a consistent exposure of the proximate agent, cigarette smoke, and (2) a broader range of outcome measures, including more tests of higher CNS functions. The existing data suggest that higher CNS functions are more vulnerable to such exposures than reflexes, locomotor patterns, or other basic functions. This inference is consistent with findings from human prospective, longitudinal studies of neurocognitive outcomes of children whose mothers smoked cigarettes during pregnancy that show reductions in complex components of IQ and in auditory memory (Fried et al. 2003) . Future studies using cigarette smoke inhalation exposures should concentrate, therefore, on learning, memory, attention, anxiety, and executive functions such as anticipation of reward and punishment, response inhibition, set shifting, and other cognitive capacities.
Research Highlights
• Prenatal cigarette smoke exposure (CSE) affects development
• The experiment tested the effects of CSE on neurobehavioral development
• C57BL mice were exposed prenatally and postnatally to CSE or air daily
• CSE offspring showed abnormally low anxiety
• CSE offspring showed mixed spatial learning and reference memory changes Locomotor activity-central distance (cm): Mice were tested for 60 min and data analyzed in 5 min intervals. *P <0.05, ***P<0.001, † P <0.10, CSE vs Control. Group sizes: total (males/females): Control = 34 (14/19), CSE = 27 (15/12). MWM (cued). Latency to reach goal (s). Mice were given 2 trials/day on days 2-6 with the platform and goal repositioned randomly on each trial with the platform clearly marked with an orange ball mounted on a pole affixed to the center of the platform. **P<0.01, CSE vs Control. Group sizes: total (males/females): Control = 67 (33/34), CSE = 53 (27/26). Locomotor activity with methamphetamine challenge-central distance (cm). Mice were reacclimated to the test for 30 min prior to methamphetamine administration (1.0 mg/kg s.c.). After treatment with methamphetamine they were placed back in the test apparatus for an additional 180 min. Data are least square mean ± SEM per 5 min interval. *P<0.05, † P <0.10, CSE vs. Control. Note *P<0.05 with bracket indicates significant difference averaged across intervals for the pre-challenge test session. Post-challenge data were analyzed using the pre-challenge data as a covariate to control for differences in baseline prior to methamphetamine treatment. Group sizes: total (males/females): Control = 33 (15/18), CSE = 27 (14/13). MWM Fixed hidden platform. Mice were tested in three phases (acquisition, reversal, shift) each consisting of 6 training days (4 trials/day) followed 24 h later by a single probe trial for reference memory with the platform removed. Differences were found on acquisition for initial heading error (panel A), on reversal average heading error for females (panel B), and on shift for path length (panel C) and average heading error (panel D). Heading error is expressed in degrees. Data are averaged across days to reflect the main effect of treatment or treatment and sex (mean ± SEM). *P <0.05, **P <0.01, CSE vs Control. Group sizes: total (males/females) = Control = 33 (15/18), CSE = 27 (14/13). MWM probe trials. Data are least square mean ± SEM on probe trials for acquisition-probe site crossovers (panel A), for acquisition-probe percent time and percent distance in the target quadrant (panel B), for reversal-probe for percent time in the target quadrant (panel C), and on reversal-probe initial heading error (in degrees; panel D). Probe trials were given 24 h after the last platform trial of each phase. *P <0.05, **P <0.01, ***P <0.001, CSE vs Control. Group sizes: total (males/females) = Control = 33 (15/18), CSE = 27 (14/13). 1 Chamber measurements were monitored on a daily basis (spanning 146 days) immediately prior to, and then twice during, the daily exposure period.
2 Data for chamber conditions are reported as mean ± S.E.M.
3 CSE = Cigarette Smoke Exposure 4 ND = Not Detected 5 Cigarettes were smoked according to an Federal Trade Commission-mandated protocol which includes preconditioning of cigarettes in an environment with a relative humidity of 60%. As a result, the average relative humidity in the smoke exposure chamber is elevated compared with that in the sham exposure chamber which receives filtered ambient air. Shift-probe 11.9 ± 1.7
11.3 ± 1.7
10.0 ± 1.9
10.7 ± 1.9 a Imbalance in the number of males (M) versus females (F) on this test were such that one cell did not have sufficient numbers to be used statistically, therefore, for this test sexes were combined.
